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Abstract. Optical illusions, such as the optimized FraserWilcox figures,
are perceived to be moving although they are perfectly still. Optical illu-
sion intensity substantially increases in a color-dependent FraserWilcox
figure vibrated at several Hz. By contrast, the intensity decreases in
other types of optical illusion subjected to vibration. It is difficult to
control the frequency and amplitude of vibration made by hand pre-
cisely. Vibrating a figure on the PC display by software may be affected
by the response time and limited refresh rate of the PC display. There-
fore, we developed a vibration equipment by using a positive mechanical
constraint cam. Various optical illusion figures were vibrated using the
equipment to determine the relationship of optical illusion strength to
the amplitude and frequency of vibration. Results showed that the pro-
posed equipment can effectively determine the vibration frequency and
stroke in which optical illusions can be recognized.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Moving Optical Illusions

An optical illusion is visual trick in which the shape, size, length, and color of an
object is perceived differently from its actual condition. Optical illusions, such
as the Ouchi illusion (Fig. 1), Pinna illusion, and FraserWilcox illusion, appear
as moving although they are perfectly still.

The center part of the Ouchi illusion is perceived as floating, which intensifies
when the figure is moved or vibrated. Similarly, Ninio established a pattern,
which appears as floating when moved [[5], p. 81].

1.2 Fraser-Wilcox Illusion

Fraser-Wilcox illusion is perceived to be moving although they are perfectly still.
Kitaoka produced many optical illusion figures with enhanced illusion strength
compared with the original FraserWilcox illusion; these figures are called “opti-
mized FraserWilcox illusion”.
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Fig. 1. Ouchi illusion, reproduced by Hilano

Kitaoka further categorized these illusions into five types (Types I, II, and
so on) according to brightness and color gradients. Types I, II, III, and IV do not
necessary need colors and can be perceived even in monochrome. By contrast,
red and blue colors are essential in Type V. Other color combinations can also
produce similar illusions but with low intensity. Generally, these optical illusion
types are collectively called as color-dependent FraserWilcox illusion.

As example is shown Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Color-dependent Fraser-Wilcox illusion, reproduced by Yanaka Color figure
online

As this type of illusion is observed in peripheral vision, some people unfa-
miliar to it cannot perceive it. When this figure is displayed on the PC display
and vibrated with software at several Hz, the illusion becomes strong that most
people can perceive it [8]. This phenomenon is also perceived in the case using
a manually or mechanically vibrated printed figure [9]; in this technique, stroke
and frequency cannot be accurately controlled.
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Previous studies showed that the optimized FraserWilcox illusion intensi-
fies when the figure is viewed under bright condition. However, recent studies
revealed that the color-dependent FraserWilcox illusion becomes strong when
visualized under dark illumination, such as under a desk [6].

Kitaoka [2] reported that color-dependent FraserWilcox optical illusion discs
appear rotating clockwise when visualized in peripheral vision under light. Con-
versely, they seem to rotate counterclockwise when observed under dark. Kitaoka
suggested that this phenomenon could be related to the Purkinije effect [1].

Reverse illusion phenomenon is dependent on how the image is presented.
According to Kitaoka, a positive optical illusion could occur when an optical
illusion figure is shown on an liquid crystal display(LCD) but the reverse phe-
nomenon would not occur. By contrast, opposite results are obtained when the
same figure is printed on a paper.

As these characteristics remain unchanged even if the color of the display
and the printed matter is similar, spectral constitution could be more important
than the perceived color in these two optical illusions [1].

1.3 Other Examples of Illusions of Which the Optical Illusion
Strength Become Strong by Vibration

The drifting triangle illusion (Fig. 3) becomes stronger when vibrated perpen-
dicular to the moving direction of the original illusion [7].

Fig. 3. Drifting triangle illusion

1.4 Random Dot Figures that We Perceived Some Message
in It When It Vibrate

Some optical illusions, such as that presented Figure 7-2 in the book [[5], p. 73],
can be perceived only when they are vibrated.

Hilano et al. [4] fabricated a figure that reveals messages when vibrated
(Fig. 4).

We perceive the message HCII in this figure when it is vibrated. This image
is prepared using the following:
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1. construct a black and white bitmap image of a hidden message,
2. create two groups of figures with a fixed size and two types of randomly

arranged blocks to satisfy the some conditions chosen by the user. In Figure 4,
blocks belonging to the first group are shown in the first column consisting
of 4 × 4 pixels. Five out of 16 blocks are painted black (#000000), with the
remaining painted dark gray (#404040). In the second group, the blocks are
painted dark gray and darker gray (#101010) (Fig. 5).

3. create the final image by randomly selecting the image in the group corre-
sponding to the color of each pixel of the bitmap image created at step 1.

The difference of the mean brightness of two groups allow us perceive the image.

Fig. 4. A figure which we perceive some message when it is vibrated

Fig. 5. Random dot images used in Fig. 4

1.5 Purpose of Our Research

As the optical illusion strength varies when optical illusion figures are vibrated,
a consistent vibration is needed. In this regard, we developed an equipment
with controllable stroke and frequency of vibration. This equipment was used to
determine the condition under which various optical illusions can be perceived.

2 System to Make Vibration

Figure 6 shows our proposed vibration system used in the experiment.
A stand made of aluminum alloy with a size of 210 mm × 300 mm (approxi-

mately equal to A4 paper size) is used to maintain the sample in the upper part
of the equipment. The stand is inclined from zero to 90 ◦. The object beside the
stand is a counter weight, which keeps the equipment stable when it is operated.

Reciprocation is generated by changing the revolution of the electric motor
to direct advance movement at the ditch cut into a disk. The vibration stroke
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Fig. 6. The whole view and side of the equipment

can be modified by shifting the revolving center from the center of the disk. The
stroke is manually set every 0.5 cm from 5 cm to 1 cm.

Revolution speed is changed by rotating the dial of the controller on the side
and checked with the digital speed indicator above the dial, as shown in the right
part of Fig. 6, where the speed is set at 240 rpm. The designed maximum speed
is 420 rpm.

An iPad mini is set on the stand (Fig. 7) and allows to vibrate to remove the
after-image effect of the display on the optical illusion strength.

3 Experiments and Results

We evaluated several optical illusion figures by using the stand inclined to about
45 ◦. Figures were placed sideway, and iPad was mounted on the stand. The
figures were observed at a distance higher than 30 cm.

3.1 Color-Dependent Fraser-Wilcox Illusion

Figure 2 was printed on a horizontal A4 paper and vibrated at a frequency of
7 Hz, with a stroke of 1 cm. A weak clockwise rotation was perceived in the
light, and a counter-clockwise rotation was observed in the dark. At a frequency
of 6 Hz or lower, some people could not perceive this illusion. Optical illusion
and its reverse phenomenon were perceived by changing the brightness of the
environment. These results are consistent with previous research [2], but the
present experiment can be repeated under the same condition.

3.2 Moving Snakes Illusion

Figure 8 is an example of moving optical illusions (Kitaoka [3]) and its mono-
chrome version. These figures were reproduced by Hilano, which are a little
diffrent from the original.
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Fig. 7. iPad mini on the stand

Fig. 8. Moving Snakes by Kitaoka and mono-chrome version Color figure online

These figures were printed with about 19 cm width and then observed in the
peripheral view. The snakes around the middle part do not move, whereas the
other snakes move to their heads (violet triangles). The monochrome version
exhibited a lower optical illusion intensity than Fig. 8 (left) [3]. These figures
were vibrated using the equipment set with 1 cm stroke at 2–3 Hz. In the light,
the snakes move faster, except the one placed at the center. In the dark, the
snakes move slowly first and then suddenly move to their first position.

3.3 Random Dot Figures

This illusion is dependent on the patterns of random dots and displays used and
cannot be easily perceived when printed on a paper. The figure displayed on the
iPad mini was vibrated at 3 Hz, with a stroke of 1 cm. The displayed message
appeared as moving to the left and right direction of the stand.
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3.4 Hermann’s Grid

Figure 9 are Herman’s grid(left) and scintillating Hermann’s grid(right) [[5],
pp. 64–65].

In these figures, dark spots appeared in the intersections of the vertical and
horizontal lines or in the white discs when we move our gaze. When these figures
were vibrated at 3 Hz, the illusion disappeared. Hence, it takes a short time to
perceive the illusion. The illusion does not occur if the figure moves to a different
location before the brain perceives it.

We also found that the Hermanns grid illusion disappeared when observed
in the dark. These phenomena could be used to elucidate the mechanism of this
illusion.

Fig. 9. Hermann’grid and scintillating Hermann’s grid

4 Conclusion

In this research, we established an equipment that generates steady stroke and
frequency to determine the conditions resulting in strong optical illusion strength.
The proposed equipment can effectively specify the vibration frequency and
stroke, in which optical illusions can be recognized. The intensity of some of the
optimized FraserWilcox optical illusion, in addition to Type V, becomes strong
when they are vibrated. Furthermore, when the Hermann grid was vibrated,
the intensity of the optical illusion decreases. Thus, this can be used for optical
illusion studies.
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